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3 TON HYDRAULIC 
POWER UNIT 

 
MODEL 5-51010-8 

“U” Cart Model 
Parts Sheet 

 

PROPER USE 
1. When lifting on load rest be sure that load is centered 

and that lift is perpendicular.  Lifting on an angle places 
excessive side strain on ram.  Capacity is 6000 lbs. 

2. When using flexible hook, position base of jack as close 
as possible to item being lifted or pulled to avoid unnec-
essary side load.  Capacity is 2500 lbs. 

3. Do not push the load off the jack. 
4. Always use axle stands when making under vehicle  

repairs. 
5. A 1/4’’ hi-test chain may bay be used in slot on top load 

rest for post and stump pulling, fence stretching etc.  
This is not supplied with the jack  Capacity is 2500 
pounds.   

 

A.   TO OPERATE 
1. Open release valve and pump handle several times.  

This will eliminate any airbound condition that may have 
occurred during shipment. 

2. Engage the slotted end of the handle with the head of 
the release screw. 

3. Close release valve by turning to right. 
4. Insert handle in handle socket and operate the pump. 
 

B. IF JACK WILL NOT OPERATE  
1.   Release valve may be open— Turn to right to close. 
2. No oil in reservoir—with jack in closed position, place in      
      upright position and add  hydraulic jack oil through filler  
      plug until oil is level with filler hole.  DO NOT USE                
      ALCOHOL, GLYCERINE, BRAKE FLUID, THICK OR    
      DIRTY OIL. 
3. Intake and pressure valves may be held open by foreign        
      matter— Use operating instructions  A-1. 
4. Jack will not operate on side —jack may have been  
       placed on wrong side.  The side to which the handle  
       socket is attached must be down. 
5. Too much oil in the reservoir—Too much oil is liable to  
       cause a vacuum bound jack. The oil should be brought  
       to the level of the fill plug. 
 

C. IF JACK WILL RAISE TO LOAD BUT WILL  NOT LIFT 
IT 

1. Release screw may be closed tight enough to raise ram, 
but not closed tight enough to lift load. 

2. Ram may be at extended height—Shim jack up. 
3. Ram cup may have become injured or porous, allowing 

oil to pass it. 
4. Air under ram— When there is a quantity of air under 

the ram, the ram will raise until it hits the load, then it will 
stay there until there has been sufficient number of 
pump strokes to compress this air to the proper pressure 
to lift the load.  If this happens, turn jack upside down 
with ram extended, open release screw and close jack 
completely.  This will cause air to return to oil reservoir. 

5. Sticky valves— Empty all oil from reservoir and refill with 
gasoline or naptha.  Flush as recommended in operating 
instruction A-1.  Then fill with new hydraulic jack oil. 

 

D.   IF JACK WILL NOT HOLD LOAD 
1. Release valve may not be tight enough. 
2. Ram cup may have become injured, allowing oil to pass 

it. 
3. Ball valves may not be seated properly—Flush off as  

prescribed in operating instructions A-1.  The              
construction of this jack makes the ball valves readily 
accessible for cleaning.  Remove release screw.         
Remove valves by tipping the jack forward and  catching 
these parts in the hand or a container, place jack on back 
side with label up to avoid loss of oil.  After washing ball 
valves in kerosene, assemble in reverse order,  replace 
ball if flat spots or pitted surfaces are found. 

 

MAINTENANCE 
1. Refill only with recommended jack oil.  Never use a    

substitute. 
2. Use every precaution to prevent entrance of dirt when 

refilling jack. 
3. Store in upright position in a dry place. 
4. When stored, the ram should be lowered  completely.  

The pump piston should be in the lowest position and the 
release valve should be closed. 
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LUBRICATION 
1. Oil all moving parts periodically. 
2. Grease should be used on all exposed parts if jacks are 

constantly used under wet conditions. 
 
WARNING 
A. This device is a lifting device only.  The load shall be supported 

immediately by other appropriate means. 
B. Do not overload.  Overloading can cause damage to tor failure 

of the jack.’ 
C. Lift only on areas of the vehicle as specified by the vehicle 

manufacturer. 
D. This jack  designed use on only hard level surfaces capable of 

sustaining the load.  Use on other than hard, level surfaces can 
result in jack stability and possible loss of load 

E. Failure to heed these warning may result loss of load, damage 
to the jack, and0/or failure resulting in personal injury or prop-
erty damage 

 
WARRANTY INFORMATION 

All U.S. Jack manufactured products are warranted for a period of 
one year against defects in material and workmanship. This war-
ranty is limited to original consumer purchaser.  Warranty does not 
cover damage due to accident, neglect or misuse, or products that 
have been altered or modified, or to which attachments not recom-
mend by the manufacturer have been added.  Proof of purchase is 
required and all warranty claims should be submitted directly to U.S. 
Jack Company 
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